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Abstract—Fuzzy modelling has been widely and successfully
applied to control problems. Traditional fuzzy modelling re-
quires either complete experts’ knowledge or large data sets
to generate rule bases such that the input spaces can be fully
covered. Although fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) relaxes this
requirement by approximating rules using their neighbouring
ones, it is still difficult for some real world applications to
obtain sufficient experts’ knowledge and/or data to generate a
reasonable sparse rule base to support FRI. Also, the generated
rule bases are usually fixed and therefore cannot support
dynamic situations. In order to address these limitations, this
paper presents a novel rule base generation and adaptation
system to allow the creation of rule bases with minimal a
priori knowledge. This is implemented by adding accurate
interpolated rules into the rule base guided by a performance
index from the feedback mechanism, also considering the rule’s
previous experience information as a weight factor in the
process of rule selection for FRI. In particular, the selection
of rules for interpolation in this work is based on a combined
metric of the weight factors and the distances between the rules
and a given observation, rather than being simply based on
the distances. Two digitally simulated scenarios are employed
to demonstrate the working of the proposed system, with
promising results generated for both rule base generation and
adaptation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy inference is one of the most advanced technologies
in control field. It has been widely applied to solve real world
problems due to its simplicity and effectiveness in represent-
ing and reasoning on human natural language. Examples of
such applications include the subway control system in the
city of Sendai [1], and the home heating control system [2],
amongst others. A typical fuzzy inference system consists
of mainly two parts, a rule base (or knowledge base) and
an inference engine. A number of inference engines have
been developed, with the Mamdani method [3] and the TSK
method [4] being the most widely used. The Mamdani model
is a particular implementation of the Compositional Rule of
Inference [5], which is more intuitive and commonly utilised
to deal with human natural language. The TSK approach
however can produce crisp values as output and thus is more
convenient to be employed when crisp values are required.
The traditional fuzzy inference approaches require the entire
domains of input variables to be fully covered by rules in
a given rule base. Otherwise, no rule can be fired when a
given observation does not overlap with any rule antecedent.
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A fuzzy rule base is traditionally built upon human
expertise, which greatly limits the system modelling as
experts may not always be available. Data-driven rule base
generation was proposed to minimise the involvement of
human expertise, in an effort to automate the generation
of rule bases during the system modelling process. Rule
base generation from data is usually processed in two steps.
Firstly, a raw rule base is generalised from the data, by which
the fuzzy partition of variable domains and the number of
rules are determined. For instance, neuro-fuzzy system has
been employed to initialise membership functions and to
extract fuzzy rules from a large data set [6]. Secondly, the
raw rule base is fine-tuned using optimisation algorithms,
with Genetic Algorithm (GA) being a popular choice [7].
Knowing that the success of data-driven approaches is built
on a large amount of training data and complex calculations,
the system may perform poorly if the quantity of the available
data is not able to reach the minimum requirement for the
appropriate use of neural networks or GAs.
Fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) alleviates the problem of
lack of expertise and/or data for rule base generation, as
FRI enables the performance of inference upon sparse rule
bases [8]. When given observations do not overlap with any
rule antecedent values, the traditional fuzzy inference sys-
tems cannot be applied. However, fuzzy interpolation through
a sparse rule base may still obtain certain conclusions and
thus improve the applicability of fuzzy models. FRI also can
be used to simplify very complex fuzzy models by removing
those rules that can be approximated by their neighbouring
ones. Various fuzzy rule interpolation methods have been
developed in the literature, including [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13]. Thanks to the great flexibility of fuzzy rule bases
required by FRI, it has been successfully employed to deal
with many real world situations such as [14], [15]. Yet, FRI
may still suffer from the extreme sparsity of rule base, which
usually leads to poor inference performances.
This paper reports an initial investigation into the fea-
sibility of automatic rule base generation and adaptation
from very limited a priori knowledge, which is driven by
the grasping and transferring of the proceeding performance
experiences. In order to implement such a system, a weight
value is associated with each rule, which is the integrated
information of the rule’s previous experience, including the
usage frequency and the performance information. Then,
two rules are selected by a combined metric of the weights
of rules and the distance from rules to the given input.
After a fuzzy interpolation step is performed, a performance
index, which is generally available for most of the intelligent
control problems, is employed to update the weight of rules
regarding the previous performance information. Based on
the updated usage frequency and previous performance in-
formation, the rule base is updated by means of adding a new
rule, or deleting an existing rule, which is either out-of-date
or proven to be faulty. The experimental results show that
the proposed system can start from a very limited number
of rules to automatically generate a reasonably complete rule
base whilst performing inference, and the generated rule base
can be adapted to a new situation by the proposed system
after the control model has changed.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
introduces the theoretical underpinnings of fuzzy rule inter-
polation (FRI), with a focus on transformation-based FRI
upon which this work is built. Section III presents the pro-
posed approach. Section IV details a digital experimentation
for demonstration and validation. Section V concludes the
paper and suggests probable future developments.
II. FUZZY RULE INTERPOLATION
FRI not only makes fuzzy inference possible when only
sparse rule bases are available, but also helps in complexity
reduction when very complex rule bases are utilised. The cur-
rent fuzzy rule interpolation approaches can be categorised
into two classes, with a few exceptions (such as type II fuzzy
interpolation [16], [17]).
The first class of approaches are able to directly inter-
polate rules whose antecedent variables are identical to the
observed. The most typical approach in this group is the very
first proposed fuzzy interpolation [18], denoted as the KH
approach, which was developed based on the Decomposition
and Resolution Principles [19]. According to these principles,
each fuzzy set can be represented by a series of α-cuts
(α P p0, 1s). Given a certain α, the α-cut of the consequent
fuzzy set is calculated from the α-cuts of the observation and
all the fuzzy sets involved in the rules used for interpolation.
Knowing the α-cuts of the consequent fuzzy set for all
α P p0, 1s, the consequent fuzzy set can be assembled by
applying the Resolution Principle. Approaches such as [13],
[20], [21], [22] also belong to this group.
The second type of fuzzy interpolation is based on the
analogical reasoning mechanism [23] and is referred to as
“analogy-based fuzzy interpolation”. Methods of this type
work by first creating an intermediate rule, such that its
antecedent is as ‘close’ (given a fuzzy distance metric)
to the given observation as possible. Then, a conclusion
is derived from the given observation by firing the gen-
erated intermediate rule through the analogical reasoning
mechanism. That is, the shape distinguishability between the
resultant fuzzy set and the consequence of the intermediate
rule is analogous to the shape distinguishability between the
observation and the antecedent of the generated intermediate
rule. A number of ways to create an intermediate rule, and
then to infer a conclusion from the given observation by
the intermediate rule have been developed in the literature,
including[9], [10], [24], [25], [26]. In particular, the scale
and move transformation-based FRI with triangle fuzzy sets
has been employed in this work, this approach is outlined as
follows.
Suppose that two neighbouring fuzzy rules for
interpolation Ri and Rj (i ‰ j) are given as:
Ri : IF x is Ai THEN y is Bi
Rj : IF x is Aj THEN y is Bj .
(1)
In this work, each variable value A is represented as a
triangular fuzzy set and conveniently denoted as pa1, a2, a3q,
where (a1, a3) is the support of the fuzzy set and a2 is
the normal point. Given observations (A˚), the calculation
process of the conclusion using FRI is summarised in the
following steps.
Step 1: Calculate the representative value of the given
observation and each fuzzy set involved in the neighbouring
rules for interpolation using the following:
ReppAq “ a1 ` a2 ` a3
3
. (2)
Step 2: Compute the relative placement factor λ based
on the relative location of the observation regarding the two
antecedents:
λ “ dpReppAiq, ReppA
˚qq
dpReppAiq, ReppAjqq . (3)
Step 3: Obtain the antecedent of the new intermediate rule
A
1
as:
A
1 “ p1´ λqAi ` λAj . (4)
Step 4: By comparing the areas of A
1
and A˚, obtain the
Scale Rate S using the following:
S “ a
1
3 ´ a11
a3˚ ´ a1˚
. (5)
Step 5: Apply scale rate S to A
1
to obtain A
2
using the
following equations:
a
2
1 “ a
1
1p1` 2Sq ` a12p1´ Sq ` a13p1´ Sq
3
, (6)
a
2
2 “ a
1
1p1´ Sq ` a12p1` 2Sq ` a13p1´ Sq
3
, (7)
a
2
3 “ a
1
1p1´ Sq ` a12p1´ Sq ` a13p1` 2Sq
3
. (8)
Step 6: By comparing the shape difference between A˚ and
A
2
, obtain Move Transformation Rate M .
M “
$&%
3pa21´a˚1 q
a˚2 ´a˚1 , if a
2
l ě a1˚
3pa21´a˚1 q
a˚3 ´a˚2 , if c
2
l ď a1˚ .
(9)
Step 7: Compute the consequence B1 of the interpolated rule
using Equation 4 in the same way as the antecedent of the
intermediate rule, as given in Step 3.
Step 8: Obtain the consequence B˚ of the given observation
by applying S and M to B1.
III. RULE BASE GENERATION AND ADAPTATION
The proposed rule base generation and adaptation system
for FRI is introduced in this section, and the system frame-
work outlined in Fig. 1, which comprises of mainly four
parts: rule base initialisation, rule selection for interpolation,
transaction-based FRI, and rule base revision. Firstly, an
initial set of rules is generated from limited a priori knowl-
edge. For a given observation, the system then selects the
‘best’ two rules from the current rule base for interpolation,
based on a particular set of metrics, including the usage
frequency/experience information, the previous performance
index and the distances between the given observation and
the rule antecedents. From this, a new rule is interpolated
based on the selected ‘best’ rules from the given observation.
Afterwards, the performance index will be utilised to support
the rule base updating, whenever it is available from the
feedback system.
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed system
A. Rule Base Initialisation
Traditionally, fuzzy rule bases can be generated from
either human expertise or historic data, yet neither of them
may be sufficiently available during the process of fuzzy
modelling. For instance, most existing smart heater control
systems require usage data for the rule base generation, as it
is very difficult, if not impossible, for human experts to accu-
rately learn the control patterns for different users regarding
their living habits. However, collecting such data usually
takes a long time, and the control systems cannot make
intelligent decisions before this initial modelling progress
has been done. This paper addresses such problems to
enable fuzzy modelling with very limited a priori knowledge.
For simplicity, in this initial investigation, it is assumed
that all the rules describing the boundary of the problem
space are always available, although fundamentally, the idea
underlying the proposed approach can be extended to support
the situations where the rule base contains at least 2 rules
for any single step of inference (even random ones), which
remains for future work.
A weight is assigned to each individual rule in the rule
base when the rule is created, which provides a measure
to help select the ‘best’ rules for interpolation in FRI, and
will be discussed in Section III-D2. In this work, only
rules with single antecedent are considered. Without losing
generality, suppose the following two fuzzy rules Ri and Rj
are transformed from either human expertise or historic data:
Ri : IF x is Ai , THEN y is Bi pwi, EFi, CDiq
Rj : IF x is Aj , THEN y is Bj pwj , EFj , CDjq,
(10)
where w represents the weight of the rule which is intro-
duced in details later; EF stands for experience factor and
represents the usage and effectiveness information of the
particular rule in the previous FRI progresses. It can be
increased or decreased during the system running, based on
the employability of the rule and the effectiveness of the
interpolated results. The rule with greater EF indicates that
it is of more experience and is more likely to generate a
accurate result. CD stands for the cooling down factor and
represents the times that the concerned rule has not been
selected continuously so far. The introduction of CD allows
the control system to identify the rules that are less likely to
be selected for interpolation.
In the progress of the rule base initialisation, EF and
CD are also initialised. CD is always reconfigured as 0
once the corresponding rule has been selected to perform
interpolation, based on its physical meaning. In this initial
work, for simplicity, EF is initialised as 50 based on initial
investigation through experimentation. Briefly, larger EF
usually leads to have a longer convergence time, and a
smaller EF may result to rule removal unexpectedly. A
further study of the initialisation of this factor remains for
future work. These two factors jointly decide the importance
or weight of rule Ri in the rule base as:
wi “ p 2
1` e´EFin
´ 1qp1´ 1
1` 5e´CDia `b
q, (11)
where a, b, n are sensitivity factors (b ą 3, a, n ‰ 0). Smaller
value of b and greater value of a and n make the system less
sensitive to the rule weight, and vice versa. The values of
these factors need to be determined based on the specific
problems, but some early stage experimentation generally
suggests 4 ď b ď 10, 1 ď a ď 100, and 1 ď n ď 200.
B. Rule Selection
Fuzzy rule interpolation is utilised in this work to perform
fuzzy inferences. In order to enable the utilisation of FRI, two
rules need to be selected for interpolation. Dissimilar from
traditional FRI approaches that select the two closest rules
for interpolation (for a given distance metric), the proposed
system selects rules for interpolation based on an importance
factor (IF ) with regard to a given input, which is a combined
metric of rule weights and the distance between the given
input and rule antecedents. The rule with the greatest IF
value on each side of the observation is selected and used in
the process of fuzzy rule interpolation.
Given an input “x is A˚”, suppose that there are n rules
in the rule base “IF x is Ai, THEN y is Bi (wi, EFi, CDi)”,
i P t1, 2, ..., nu, then the importance factor for each rule can
be calculated as follows:
IFi “
b
λ
1
i wi. (12)
where wi is computed using Equation 11, and λ
1
i is the
inverse distance weighting factor (IDWF) λ
1
i for each rule
in the rule base using the following equation:
λ
1
i “
1
di
nř
l“1
1
dl
. (13)
In this equation, di is the distance between the given ob-
servation A˚ and rule antecedent Ai, which is calculated as
the Euclidean distance between their representative values
using Equation 2.
C. Rule Interpolation
Once the rules for interpolation have been selected, rule
interpolation can be performed. As introduced in Section II,
there are main two types of FRI approaches, including
the direct rule interpolation approach and the analogical
reasoning approach. The system proposed herein can readily
work with any analogical reasoning approach, although it can
be potentially extended to work with the direct interpolation
approach, which is beyond the scope of this paper and
remains for future work. The scale and move transformation-
based FRI approach is able to handle both interpolation and
extrapolation, and also guarantee the uniqueness as well as
normality and convexity of the resulting interpolated fuzzy
sets. Therefore, this approach is employed in this work,
which has been introduced in Section II, and thus the details
are omitted here.
D. Rule Base Revision
A feedback mechanism is typically included in an intel-
ligent control system to represent the system performance,
which indicates the difference between the actual and desired
outputs. Furthermore, a quantitative measure of the perfor-
mance of a system, generally called performance index (PI),
is always considered by optimum control systems during the
process of parameter configuration or adjustment. Noticing
the difficulty in retrieving the accurate desired results in
control systems, the feedback system is capable of indicating
if the control decision works or not. This feedback is used
effectively in this work to support the rule base generation
and adaptation. The working progress of rule base revision
is outlined in Fig. 2 where n denotes the number of rules
in the rule base. Each of its components is elaborated in the
rest of this section.
1) Adding Rules:
High quality interpolated rules can be reused in the future,
and thus an interpolated rule that has successfully made a
decision result will be added into the current rule base. In
order to avoid redundant or duplicated rules, the similarity
degree between the interpolated and existing rules are calcu-
lated. Suppose that the interpolated rule is R˚ (“IF x is A˚,
THEN y is B˚ (w˚, EF˚, CD˚)”). Given a rule Ri (“IF
x is Ai, THEN y is Bi (wi, EFi, CDi)”) in the rule base,
then the degree of similarity Si between the interpolated rule
and Ri can be calculated as:
Si “ SpAi, A
˚q ` SpBi, B˚q
2
, (14)
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Fig. 2. The rule base revision procedure
where SpAi, A˚q and SpBi, B˚q are the similarity degrees
between the antecedents and the consequences of the interpo-
lated rule and Ri, respectively. The similarity degree between
two fuzzy sets Ai and A˚ in this work is defined as:
SpAi, A˚q “ 1´ |ai1 ´ a1˚ | ` |ai2 ´ a2˚ | ` |ai3 ´ a3˚ |
3
.
(15)
The similarity between Bi and B˚ can be calculated in the
same way. Given a threshold, if the similarity degree between
the interpolated rule and the existing rule reaches a certain
threshold value, the system believes that the interpolated
rule is redundant, which will be ignored; otherwise, the
interpolated rule will be added into rule base.
Suppose that the neighbouring rules which have been
utilised to interpolate rule R˚ are Ri and Rj , (1 ď i, j ď n
and i ‰ j), the experience factor EF of the new rule is
computed as:
EF “ p1´ di
d
qEFi ` p1´ dj
d
qEFj , (16)
where di and dj represents the distances between the obser-
vation A˚ and antecedents Ai, Aj respectively; d represents
the distance between the two antecedents Ai and Aj ; and
EFi and EFj represent the current experience factors of
rules Ri and Rj , respectively. The value of CDi is initialised
as 0.
2) Updating Weights:
Once a decision is inferred or an interpolated rule is
generated, the values of EF and CD for each rule will
be updated. In particular, if a rule Ri is not employed for
FRI during this step of interpolation performance, the value
of CDiwill be increased by 1; and EFi will remain the
same. If the rule has been selected to perform FRI and the
generated decision supports the system positively based on
the performance index, the EFi value will be increased by
1 for this rule and CDi value is reset to 0; otherwise if a
negative performance index is returned, the value of EFi
will be decreased by 1 and the value of CDi will be reset to
0. These updating operations are summarised in the follow
table.
TABLE I. THE UPDATING OPERATIONS
Situation Operation
Rule Ri Employed
Positive PI EFi ` 1, CDi “ 0
Negative PI EFi ´ 1, CDi “ 0
Rule Ri Not Employed CDi ` 1
Based on the updated EF and CD values, the weight
factor (w) of each rule will also be accordingly updated using
Equation 11. Given rule Ri, if the updated CDi is equal to
0, the cooling Down factor CDi does not have any effect
according to Equation 11. Then, the original weight factor
of this particular rule will be:
wi “ 2
1` e´EFin
´ 1. (17)
If the updated CDi is greater than 0, which means that
rule Ri has not been selected to perform interpolation for a
while, the weight of this rule will be reduced by a certain
percentage according to the value of parameter CDi. The
final revised weight w1i can be computed by:
w
1
i “ wip1´ 1
1` 5e´CDia `b
q. (18)
3) Removing Rules:
The rule base adaptation mechanism provides a function
allowing redundant or out-of-date rules to be removed from
the current rule base. The judgment for the latter situation
is made based on their weight factors. In particular, if the
weight of rule Ri rule is reduced to less than 0 (wi ă 0),
then rule Ri will be removed from the rule base immediately.
As aforementioned, two situations may lead to the reduction
of the weight of rule Ri: 1) rule Ri has been used, but
it resulted in incorrect decision, which is indicated by a
negative performance index; and 2) The rule has not been
used for a while, resulting in its weight fading out over time.
The interpolated result may not be accurate enough in the
beginning of the deployment of the system, as the initiated
rule base may not be sufficiently accurate and of sufficient
rules to support FRI. Despite this, the system is still able to
generate results and make decisions. However, the patterns
will be adaptively learned by the system along with the
performance of fuzzy interpolation, and thus the generated
results will increasingly better reflect the real situation. If the
current situation has changed, the decision making system
will gently adapt to the new situation by removing incorrect
rules and adding new high quality interpolated rules in the
rule base. Although this may take a while, the system is able
to generate a new rule base to reflect the new situation in
time.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
In order to validate and evaluate the proposed approach, a
non-linear function is employed in this section to demonstrate
the rule base generation functionality. Another similar yet
different function is utilised to illustrate the adaptation ability
of the proposed approach.
A. Rule Base Generation
Suppose the pattern to be modeled can be represented
by a smooth curve of Equation 19, shown in Fig. 3, where
x represents the input domain, and y represents the output
domain. Assume that the system inputs are vague values that
are simulated by randomly generated fuzzy sets within the
input domain of x. As the system inputs are usually linguistic
values, in order to preserve the comprehensibility and for
easy interpretation, the generated fuzzy sets for simulation
are always normal and convex.
y “ 2 sinp2x
3
q ` 5, x P r2, 12s. (19)
Fig. 3. The scenario curve to be modelled (Equation 19)
The very first step to utilise the proposed modelling ap-
proach is to build an initial rule base, which is usually imple-
mented by a very limited number of the most general rules.
Theses rules may be provided by domain experts or simply
a good guess of the most typical situations and thus the
initialised rules may not be very accurate. In this initial work,
for simplicity, suppose 3 initial rules are available in the for-
mat of “Ri : IF x is Ai ,THEN y is Bi pwi, EFi, CDiq”,
(i “ t1, 2, 3u) with all the involved fuzzy sets listed in
Table II. EFi, i “ t1, 2, 3u, are initially configured as 50
TABLE II. THE INITIALISED RULE BASE
i Ai Bi wi EFi CDi
1 p2.00, 2.50, 3.00q p6.50, 7.00, 7.50q 0.12 50 0
2 p6.50, 7.00, 7.50q p2.50, 3.00, 3.50q 0.12 50 0
3 p11.00, 11.50, 12.00q p6.50, 7.00, 7.50q 0.12 50 0
(based on brute force trying), and then the weight of each
rule is accordingly initialised as w1 “ w2 “ w3 “ 0.12, as
shown in Table II. In the implementation of this work, the
weight factor calculation function is implemented as follows:
wi “ p 2
1` e´EFi200
´ 1qp1´ 1
1` 5e´CDi100 `5
q. (20)
To better illustrate the proposed system, this section
focuses on a typical step of inference and rule generation,
rather than the very first step from the initial rule base, due
to space limit. After performing 50 interpolation inferences,
the rule base includes 8 rules (denoted as Ri, i P t1, 2, ..., 8u)
as shown in Fig. 4(b), and listed in the Table III.
TABLE III. THE EVOLVED RULE BASE USED IN THE EXAMPLE
i Ai Bi wi EFi CDi
1 p2.00, 2.50, 3.00q p6.50, 7.00, 7.50q 0.057 23 10
2 p3.98, 4.38, 5.29q p4.73, 5.13, 5.74q 0.049 19 41
3 p4.53, 4.87, 5.06q p4.68, 4.88, 5.02q 0.033 13 20
4 p4.97, 5.58, 7.39q p2.83, 3.37, 4.30q 0.050 20 20
5 p6.50, 7.00, 7.50q p2.50, 3.00, 3.50q 0.129 53 0
6 p9.23, 10.11, 10.54q p4.81, 5.32, 5.59q 0.061 24 41
7 p10.50, 11.00, 11.50q p5.90, 6.50, 6.70q 0.105 43 0
8 p11.00, 11.50, 12.00q p6.50, 7.00, 7.50q 0.087 35 10
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Fig. 4. Rule bases at different stages
From this, the next step of rule generation is elaborated
as follows:
[Step 1] System input: For each individual step of
inference performance, the system starts from taking an
observation as system input. In this example, suppose that
an observation A˚ “ p7.00, 7.30, 9.00q is given as system
input.
[Step 2] Rules selection: Based on the given observa-
tion and the current rule base, the system calculates the
importance factor of each rule regarding the given input by
Equation 12. The details of the intermediate and final results
of the calculation are shown in the Table IV. According to
the calculated result, the rule with the greatest importance
factor on each side of the given observation will be selected
to perform FRI. In this particular example, rules R5 and R7
are selected by the proposed approach rather than the closest
rules R5 and R6 according to the existing FRI approaches.
TABLE IV. THE CALCULATION FOR RULE SELECTION
i di λ
1
i wi EFi CDi IFi
Left rule or
Right rule?
1 5.27 0.05 0.057 23 10 0.0129 L
2 3.22 0.08 0.049 19 41 0.0142 L
3 2.95 0.09 0.033 13 20 0.0100 L
4 1.79 0.15 0.050 20 20 0.0194 L
5 0.77 0.35 0.129 53 0 0.0764 L
6 2.19 0.12 0.061 24 41 0.0212 R
7 3.23 0.08 0.105 43 0 0.0303 R
8 3.73 0.07 0.087 35 10 0.0234 R
[Step 3] Transformation-based FRI: When the two rules
for interpolation are determined with regard to the given
observation, the HS approach [9], [10], which is a transfor-
mation based fuzzy rule interpolation approach, is employed
to generate the inference result. Firstly, based on the values
of rule antecedents and the given observation, the relative
placement factors (λ) is calculated, which is λ “ 0.07.
Secondly, the scale rate is obtained as s “ 0.5. Then, the
move ratio is calculated: m “ 0.7. Finally, the interpolation
result is achieved as B˚ “ p2.76, 3.26, 3.74q. After the
defuzzification using the centre of gravity principle, the crisp
result B˚ “ 3.20 is generated as system output.
[Step 4] Performance index: Based on the given obser-
vation (A˚ “ p7.00, 7.30, 9.00q, A˚ “ 7.7 after defuzzifi-
cation) and the simulated model as entailed in Equation 19,
the desired result should be 3.20. As the system output is
equal to the desired output, a positive performance index is
returned. Note that the desired result is usually not available
or obtainable in most of the control systems at any stage, but
it is common that a performance index is available after the
interpolated result has been utilised. The performance index
clearly indicates if the interpolated result was acceptable or
not. The rule base is then updated next according to the value
of the returned performance index.
[Step 5] Rule base updating: The rules R5 and R7 were
used to generate the interpolated result, which supports the
system running correctly, and as a result, the experience fac-
tor and cooling down factor of both rules will be accordingly
updated. Although the rest of rules in the rule base were not
selected to preform this particular FRI, their CD will also
be updated. The updating operations of the current rule base
is shown in Table V.
TABLE V. THE OPERATIONS OF RULE BASE UPDATING
i Ai Bi wi EFi CDi
1 p2.00, 2.50, 3.00q p6.50, 7.00, 7.50q 0.057Ñ 0.057 23 10Ñ 11
2 p3.98, 4.38, 5.29q p4.73, 5.13, 5.74q 0.049Ñ 0.045 19 41Ñ 42
3 p4.53, 4.87, 5.06q p4.68, 4.88, 5.02q 0.033Ñ 0.032 13 20Ñ 21
4 p4.97, 5.58, 7.39q p2.83, 3.37, 4.30q 0.050Ñ 0.049 20 20Ñ 21
5 p6.50, 7.00, 7.50q p2.50, 3.00, 3.50q 0.129 53Ñ 54 0
6 p9.23, 10.11, 10.54q p4.81, 5.32, 5.59q 0.061Ñ 0.056 24 41Ñ 42
7 p10.50, 11.00, 11.50q p5.90, 6.50, 6.70q 0.105 43Ñ 44 0
8 p11.00, 11.50, 12.00q p6.50, 7.00, 7.50q 0.087Ñ 0.087 35 10Ñ 11
Due to the positive performance of the interpolation
inference, the interpolated rule will be added into the rule
base as a new rule for future use unless a similar rule already
exists in the current rule base. The degree of similarity
between each of the existing rules and the interpolated rule
can be calculated using Equations 14 and 15, and the results
are summarised in Table VI. A negative similarity degree
indicates that neither the antecedents of two compared rules
nor the consequences of them overlap with each other. Define
the similarity threshold as 0.7 in this work. It is clear
from this table, no similar rule exists in the current rule
base regarding the interpolated rule, that is, the degree of
similarity between every rule and the interpolated rule is less
than 0.7. Therefore, the interpolated rule is added into the
current rule base as the R9. The experience factor of this new
rule EF9 is calculated using Equation 16, and the cooling
down value CD9 is set as 0. The details of this rule is shown
in Equation 21.
R9 : IF x “ A˚ “ p7.00, 7.30, 9.00q
THEN y “ B˚ “ p2.76, 3.26, 3.74qp0.324, 52, 0q
(21)
The above exemplar interpolation step demonstrates the
situation where a satisfied result is generated by FRI and
TABLE VI. SIMILARITY DEGREE BETWEEN EXISTING RULES AND
INTERPOLATED RULE
Rule1 Rule2 Rule3 Rule4 Rule5 Rule6 Rule7 Rule8
Similarity -2.74 -1.01 0.61 0.65 0.67 -1.54 -2.11 -2.74
the interpolated rule is added into the rule base. When
a negative performance index is returned, the system will
work differently. For instance, the next observation is A˚ “
p6.50, 8.10, 9.30q. Then, rules R5 and R7 are selected to
preform FRI instead of the closest rules R5 and R6. From
this, the generated result B˚ “ p3.44, 3.97, 4.39q is interpo-
lated, which results in B˚ “ 3.93 after defuzzification. This
system output is quite different with the desired value which
is 3.36, thus, a negative performance index will be returned.
Consequently, this interpolated rule will be ignored, and the
experience factors of these two rules will be decreased by 1,
as punishment. Of course, the experience factor and cooling
down factor of all other rules will also be updated based on
Table I, with the details omitted here to save space.
The system repeats the above process for every new
input, and it will be stabilised after a number of performance
iterations. Particularly for the given example, the system
rule base becomes stable after 3000 inference performance,
resulted in a rule base with 36 rules. The evolvement of the
rule base for the running example is illustrated in Fig. 5.
(a) Rule base after 1000 interpo-
lation performance
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(b) Rule base after 2000 interpo-
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(c) Rule base after 2600 interpo-
lation performance
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(d) Rule base after 3000 interpo-
lation performance
Fig. 5. The processes of rule base generation
B. Rule Base Adaptation
The proposed system is not only able to learn the model
pattern whilst performing interpolation inference, but is also
able to adapt the current rule base to a changed model pattern.
In order to demonstrate how the proposed system handles the
changes of the underlying model pattern, assume the ground
truth model pattern has changed from the pattern shown
in Fig. 3 to the patten shown in Fig. 6(a) (corresponding
to Equation 22), after 3,000 interpolation performances by
which the rule base is illustrated in Fig. 5(d).
y “ px´ 7q
2
5
` 3, x P r2, 12s. (22)
Due to the change of the underlying pattern to be mod-
eled, the previous rule base will not be able to generate
satisfied results from time to time. Therefore, the weight
factor of some of the existing rules will be dramatically
decreased and they will be gradually removed along with
the performance of interpolation inferences. Of course, if a
positive performance index is returned regarding a certain
step of interpolation inference, this particular rule will be
added into rule base. These operations are exactly the same
with the ones introduced above, and thus the details are
omitted here. The overall evolvement progress of the rule
base is illustrated in Fig. 6(b)- 6(d).
(a) A changed pattern to be mod-
eled
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Fig. 6. The processes of rule base adaptation
C. Discussion
The above experimentation results show that the proposed
system is able to adaptively generate the rule base and revise
it whenever the underlying model has changed. Note that
rule base updating and generation approaches for FRI have
been proposed in the literature, such as [27], [28]. Although
the approaches proposed in [27] is able to promote new
rules into the original sparse rule base by collecting and
aggregating the interpolated result, a reasonable initial rule
base is still required and only a fixed pattern can be mod-
elled. In addition, fuzzy rule interpolation-based Q-learning
(FRIQ-learning) was proposed to construct FRI fuzzy model
from scratch, based on different environment reward [29].
It is desirable to further compare the performance of these
systems and to investigate how FRIQ-learning may be used
to support the proposed work herein.
The proposed system may provide solutions for some real
world problems, such as smart home control system. FRI
has been successfully employed to a smart home heating
management system [14], where the rule base was per-
defined based on the historic data of a particular property and
residents and thus it is only able to deal with fixed per-defined
situations. Two benefits will take place if the proposed
system is applied. Firstly, only the most general/common
a priori knowledge is required to initialise the system,
thus the heating management system can be mass-produced
(commercialised). Secondly, the system is able to handle
changing situation such as change of radiators, residents, or
their living styles, thus the model is highly adaptable. The
development of this is under progress.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel rule base generation and
adaptation approach for FRI, which is able to adaptively
generate and revise the rule base with limited training data
and/or expert knowledge for control problems, as long as
a performance index is available to indicate if the inference
result is acceptable or not. In particular, the system initialises
the rule base with very limited rules first. Then, based on the
existing rules’ usage frequency information, historic perfor-
mance information, and distances between observation and
existing rules, the best two rules are selected for FRI rather
than the two closest neighbouring rules as implemented in
existing FRI approaches. Finally, the rule base is adaptively
generated and revised, which is guided by the performance
index of the interpolated result and the performance experi-
ences of rules. The simulation experimentation suggests that
the proposed system is able to automatically generate and
adapt rule bases to enhance FRI.
Although promising, the work can be further extended
in the following areas. Firstly, the EF values are arbitrarily
given in this work based on some initial experimentation, and
thus it would be worthwhile to further study how this pa-
rameter can be automatically determined/learned. Secondly,
an incremental FRI model creation approach was proposed
in [29]. Therefore, it is interesting to compare the two
approaches. Thirdly, given that the proposed system is built
upon transaction-based FRI, it is worthwhile to investigate
how the proposed system may support others FRI approaches
such as [13]. Finally, the proposed system can be further
validated by real-world applications.
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